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The matrix equation SA + A*S= S*B*BS is studied, under the assumption that 
(A,B*) is controllable, but allowing nonhermitian S. An inequality is given relating 
the dimensions of the eigenspaces of A and of the null space of S. In particular, if B 
has rank 1 and S is nonsingular, then S is hermitian, and the inert& of A and S are 
equal. Other inertial results are obtained, the role of the controllability of (A*, B*S*) 
is studied, and a class of D-stable matrices is determined. 
INTRODUCTION 
The matrix equation 
SA+A*S=K, (1) 
where A, S, and K are n X n complex matrices, S = S*, and K = K* > 0 (i.e., 
positive semidefinite), has been intensively studied over the last 20 years, 
beginning with papers of Taussky [12, 131 and of Ostrowski and Schneider 
WI. 
*The research of the authors was conducted at the Universidade E&dual de Campinas, 
and supported by grant no. 78-0490 from the Funda& de Amparo i Pes@sa do Estado de Sk 
Paulo, Brasil. 
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Recently the role in (1) of the controllability of (A*,K) has been studied 
by others, including Carlson and Loewy [3], Chen [5], and Wimmer [I4]. A 
pair of matrices (A, B), where A is n X n and B is n X m, is controllable if the 
n X nm matrix 
C(A,B)=(B,AB,A% ,..., A”-%) 
has rank n-equivalently (see Hautus [7J. if for every eigenvalue A of A, the 
n X (n + m) matrix (A -XI, B) has rank n. Observe that the row nullspace of 
C(A,B) is the maximal A-invariant space contained in the row nullspace of 
B. 
Observe that, in Eq. (l), as both the row and the column nullspace of S 
are contained in the corresponding m&paces of K, we must have 
SA+A*S= S*B*BS (2) 
for some possibly rectangular B. 
We shall study the equation (2) under the assumption that (A,B*) is 
controllable, but without assuming that S is hermitian. It is easy to see that 
the controllability of (A*, S*B*BS)-equivalently, that of (A*, S*B*)-does 
not imply, and is not implied by, the controllability of (A,B*). 
An application of these results to the effective computation of the inertia 
of a Hessenberg matrix with unit codiagonal has been made by the authors 
[l]. Also, these results have been used by the authors [2] to unify the proofs 
of several results on the root-separation problem for polynomials and the 
eigenvalue-separation problem for matrices. In this paper, we discuss a class 
of D-stable matrices related to these results. We also note the application to 
control theory of a related result of Kalman [9]. 
WHEN B IS A COLUMN VECTOR 
We define the inertia of A, InA = (p(A), y(A),S(A)), to be the integer 
triple of the numbers of eigenvalues of A with positive, negative, and zero 
real parts, respectively. We define A(A) = II& + +), where xi,+ run indepen- 
dently over all the eigenvalues of A. Let p(A) denote the rank of A. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose A(A)#O. Then for any rectangular C there is a 
unique S, which is hennitiun, for which 
SA+A*S=C*C. (3) 
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Further, the following three conditim are equivalent: S is rwnsingulur; 
(A*, C*) is controllable; and InA = In S. 
Proof. As A(A)#O, the Lyapunov map S-+SA +A*S is bijective; thus 
given C, there exists a unique S for which (3) holds. But, taking conjugate 
transposes in (3), we have S*A + A*S* = C*C; and we have S= S*, hermi- 
tian. The rest of the lemma is part of Theorem 1 of [3]. q 
Our study began with the following 
THEOREM 1. If (A,v*) is controllable, then there exists a nonsingulur S 
for which 
SA+A*S=S*v*vS (4) 
iff A(A)#O; in this case, S is hermitian and InA =InS. 
Proof. Suppose that (4) holds for a nonsingular S, but that A(A) =O; we 
have Aw* = Xw*, Ax* = -xx* for some AE@, O#w*, O#x*. Now 
O=x(SA+A*S) w* = xs*v*vsw* = (vsx*)*vsw*. 
We must have either vSw* = 0 or vSx* = 0. If vSw* = 0. then 
O=S*v*vSw*=(SA+A*S)w*=(A*+hZ)Sw*. 
AS (A,v*) is controllable, P(A -(-x)&v*) = n. But now 
wS*(A +ti,v*) =O, 
so that wS* =O. As S is nonsingular, w = 0, a contradiction. Assuming that 
vSx* = 0 leads to a similar contradiction; thus A(A) #O. 
Suppose A(A) # 0. It is clear from Lemma 1 (exchanging A and A *) and 
the controllability of (A,v*) that there exists a unique T, hermitian and 
nonsingular, for which 
AT+ TA* = v*v, (5) 
and InA =InT. Let S = T-‘; then InS=InT=InA, and multiplying (5) on 
the left and right by S, we obtain (4). n 
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REMARK 1. The Main Lemma of Kahnan’s paper [9], in the case where 
k-0, seems to be a special case of our Theorem 1. He uses the lemma to 
answer several questions in control theory. 
REMARK 2. If (A,u*) is controllable and (4) holds for some singular and 
nonzero S, we cannot in general conclude that A(A) =O; take 
S=(; ;), A=(; ;), o*=(y). 
In [l], we give a procedure for calculating the inertia of a given lower 
Hessenberg matrix A with unit codiagonal [for such a matrix, (A,e,*) is 
controllable, where e, = (0,. . . , 0, l)]. We construct a matrix S satisfying (4) 
for o = e,,; if this matrix S is nonsingular, then A(A) #O by our theorem. If 
this S is singular, then A(A) = 0. 
WHEN B IS ARBITRARY 
We shall need the following well-known (cf. [lo, p. 111) 
LEMMA 2. If A has n columns and B has n rows, then 
p(AB) > n(A) + P(B) - n. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that (A,B*) is controllable, B has rank k, and 
SA+A*S= S*B*BS. 
Then the dimension of the (column) nullspace N(S) of S is at least 
x y(h)+ x max{v(A)+v(-x)-k}, 
Reh=O Reh>O 
where v(A) = dim N(A -XI). 
Zf S is non-singular, then 
S(A) =0, 
v(X)+v(-r;)<k 
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for every pair (A, - i) of eigenvalues of A. 
Proof. Suppose first that Ax *=xX* for some hE@, A+j;=O, O#x*. 
Then 
O=x(SA+A*S)x*=xS*B*BSx*=(BSx*)*BSx*. 
We must have BSx* = 0, and 
O=S*B*BSx*=(SA+A*S)x*=(A*+ti)Sx*. 
As before, as (A,B*) is controllable, and (xS*(A -XI), B*) = 0, we must have 
XS- -0. Clearly the space spanned by such eigenvectors x* of A must lie in 
N(S), and has dimension &reh_O~(X). 
Next suppose that v(A) = s, Y( -x) = t for some distinct eigenvalues A, -x 
of A; then there exist n X s W*, of rank s, and n X t X*, of rank t, for which 
AW*=AW*, AX* = -T;x*. 
Then 
O=X(SA+A*S)W=XS*B*BSW*=(BSX*)*BSW*. 
As p(B) = k, the columns of BSW* and BSX* lie in a space of dimension 
k: thus 
p(BSW*)+p(BSX*) -sk. 
Suppose p( BSW*) = g [ g < min(k,s)]. Then there exists an s X(s- g) matrix 
P, of rank s - g, for which (BSW*) P= 0. Again by the controllability of 
(A,B*), SWP-0. Similarly, if p(BSX*)= h [h <min(k,t)], there exists tX 
(t - h) Q, of rank t - h, for which (BSX*)Q = 0; hence SX* Q = 0. 
By Lemma 2, 
p(w*p)>s-g, p(X*Q) at-h. 
As the ranges R( WP) agd R(X*Q) are composed of eigenvectors of A 
corresponding to A and -h, respectively, 
N(S)>R(W*P)@fi(X*Q), 
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and 
dim(R(S*P)+R(X*Q))>(s-g)+(t-h)>s+t-k. 
As this holds for every pair (X, -x), the dimension of N(S) must be bounded 
below as indicated in the statement of the theorem. The consequences of 
nonsingularity of S are obvious. a 
REMARK 3. If k = 1 and S is nonsingular, we recover part of Theorem 1. 
If B has rank k > 1, we cannot conclude from the hypotheses of Theorem 2 
either that A(A) # 0 or that S, even nonsingular, is hermitian; take 
S=(; _;), A=(; I;), B=Z. 
INERTIAL RESULTS 
Let R denote a nonsingular matrix. If (A,B*) is controllable and (2) holds 
for A, B, and some given matrix S, then for C=R -‘AR, T=R*SR, and 
D = BR * - I, it is easy to see that (C, D*) is controllable and that (2) holds for 
C, D, and T. Thus if S is not hermitian, we would not expect the inert& of S 
and T to agree, and thus not expect complete inertial information of the sort 
obtained by Chen and Wimmer. Nevertheless, some conclusions are possible. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose that (A,B*) is controllable, and that 
SA+A*S= S*B*BS 
for some hermitian S. Then InS < InA. Zf S is rwmingular, then InS =InA. 
Proof. We may choose a unitary R for which 
T=R*SR= ; ; , 
( ) 
where F is nonsingular (and of course also hermitian). Defining 
C=R*AR= D=BR*-‘=( D, 0,). 
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it is easy to compute from (2) that &=O and that 
If (C,,,D:) were not controllable, then there would exist a Ofu for which 
uc,k,q = 0, k=0,1,2 ,... . 
But then, as C,, = 0, we would have (U O)C%* = 0, k = 0, 1, . . . , which is 
impossible, as (C, D*) is controllable. Now apply Theorem 2 to conclude that 
6( C,,) = 0. By Lemma 2 of [4], 
InS=InF=InC,, <InC=InA. 
The last statement follows trivially. n 
Our next result establishes a relationship between our controllability 
condition [on (A,B*)] and that of Chen and Wimmer [on (A*, S*B*)]. While 
the conclusion is the same as (i)*(G) in Theorem 1 of [3], the hypotheses are 
quite different. 
THEOREM 4. Suppose that (A,B*) is controllable, and 
SA +A*S= S*B*BS. 
Then S is nonsingular iff (A*, S*B*) is controllable. 
Proof. First note that, for any U, if SU* =0 then 
SAu*=(SA+A*S)u*=S*B*BSu*=O, 
[i.e., N(S) is A-invariant]. Now suppose S is singular; there exists O#U for 
which SIX* = 0. It follows that 0 = SAu* = SA%* = * . * , and 
O=BSAku*, O=UA*~S*B*, k=0,1,2 ,..., (6) 
i.e., that (A*,S*B*) is not controllable. 
Before proving the converse, note that for any x, if BSx* =0, then 
(SA+A*S)x*=S*B*BSx*=O, 
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i.e., 
SAP = -A*%*. (7) 
Suppose (A*, S*B*) is not controllable; there exists O#u for which (6) holds. 
We will show that 
uS*AkB* =O, BA*kSu*=O 7 k=O 1 , ).... (8) 
Then, as (A, B*) is controllable, we have US* =O, and S and S* are singular. 
We are assuming within (6) that BSu* =O. Suppose k > 1; we have, applying 
(7) to x* = u*,Au*, . . .,Akplu*, that 
A*kSu*= -A*k-1SAU*=A*k-2SA2U*=. . . +l)ksAku*=o, 
and now (8) follows from (6). n 
REMARK 4. Conclusion 6 of Hearon’s Theorem 2 [B] is related to our 
Theorem 4. Also, a constructive proof of Theorem 4, in the case A is a 
nonderogatory Hessenberg matrix, appears in [2]. 
Our last theorem contains all the inertial information we have been able 
to squeeze from our hypotheses. 
THEOREM 5. Suppose that (A*, S* B*) is controllable, and that 
SA+A*S=S*B*BS. 
Then In(S+ S*)=InA. If in addition (A, B*) is controllable, then also 
6(A) = 0 and S is nonsingular. 
Proof. Taking conjugate transposes in (2), we obtain S*A+ A*S* = 
S* B* BS. Adding and dividing by 2, we have RA + A* R = S* B* BS for the 
hermitian matrix R = i( S + S*). By the result of Chen and Wimmer, In(S + 
S*) = InR = InA. Suppose also that (A, B*) is controllable. By Theorem 4, S 
is nonsingular. Now, by Theorem 2, S(A) = 0. n 
REMARK 5. We cannot conclude from the hypotheses of Theorem 5-or 
from the stronger hypothesis that SA + A* S is positive definite-that 6(S) = 
0, that In S = InA, or even that In S < In A (except when S + S* is positive or 
negative definite). To see this, take first 
A=(:, _$ s=( _; _:)y SA+A*S= 
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In the first example, S(S) = 2; in the second, In S = (1,2,0) 4 InA. 
AN APPLICATION TO D-STABILITY 
The matrix A is said to be (positive) stable if InA = (n,O,O), and D-stable 
if AD is stable for every positive diagonal D. Suppose that a matrix A has the 
form 
(9) 
where Re yn #O, and where Re yi = 0 and q& is nonzero and real, i = 1,. . . , 
n-l. Let ei=-advlfi, i=l,..., n-l, and &,=2Rey,. It is a simple com- 
putation to show that SA + A * S = S* e,* e, S for the nonsingular matrix 
Thus, by Theorem 1 (or [15]), InA = In S, and A is stable iff S has all positive 
diagonal entries, i.e., iff Rey,>O and q&<O, i=l,...,n-1. Suppose that 
these conditions hold. Then, for every positive diagonal D, (DS)(AS)+ 
(AD)*(DS) = (DS)*e,*e,,(DS). As clearly (AD, e,*) is controllable and DS is a 
positive diagonal, thus, as above, In AD=(n,O,O); A is D-stable. This class of 
matrices contains the (positive) stable Schwarz matrices (for which (pi 
. . . = an _ 1 = 1) and (up to permutation similarity reversing the order of 
ie rows and columns) the (positive) stable Routh matrices (for which 
p,= -“i, i=1,2 ,..., n), previously identified by Datta [6] as D-stable. 
We note also that it is easy to verify that matrices of the form (9) are the 
only lower Hessenberg matrices, with nonzero codiagonal, for which there 
exist nonsingular diagonal solutions S of SA + A* S = Se,*e,,S. 
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